
List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6127003 PH025#

6127011 DS024#

6127017 CA068#

6127019 DS048#

6127022 BC034#

6127023 NC018#

6127033 CA017#

6127040 CE088#

6127048 CE092#

6127051 CA051#

6127053 BC080#

6127056 BC094#

6127062 CA012# BC039#

6127065 SC009#

6127067 CA007$

6127071 CA043#

6127076 DS034#

6127079 CE083#

6127083 CE059#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6127087 CE056#

6127091 PH020#

6127099 CA015# BC054#

6127100 CE018#

6127110 CA070#

6127121 CA019#

6127122 CE052#

6127137 CA062#

6127138 CE007$

6127157 PH005$

6127163 CA072#

6127164 CE064#

6127166 CE017$

6127167 CE086#

6127168 BC100#

6127172 CA035#

6127175 BC004$

6127182 CE048#

6127193 CE062#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6127196 CA049#

6127198 CE033#

6127199 CE027#

6127213 DS032#

6127228 CE004$ CA041#

6127233 CE015$

6127238 CE081#

6127253 CE041#

6127263 DS030#

6127276 NC011#

6127285 CA044#

6127289 CA036#

6127293 CE006$ CA050#

6127297 SC014#

6127300 SC007#

6127302 CA027#

6127311 CA067#

6127319 BC091#

6127335 BC005$

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6127336 SC002$

6127338 DS049#

6127341 CE058#

6127346 DS076#

6127358 CE089#

6127361 BC064#

6127366 SC001$

6127370 BC068#

6127379 BC038#

6127384 CE074#

6127390 BC033#

6127400 DS062#

6127407 BC046#

6127409 DS005$

6127437 PH032#

6127443 CE084#

6127444 CE051#

6127463 CE024#

6127466 BC019#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6127493 CA031#

6127505 CA045# SC012#

6127508 NC015#

6127541 BC047#

6127542 CA013#

6127554 NC010#

6127555 DS053#

6127577 CE005$

6127581 CA009# BC030#

6127587 BC055#

6127605 PH014#

6127621 CA039#

6127630 CA001$

6127640 CA065#

6127643 DS016#

6127645 CE021#

6127647 CA011# BC035#

6127672 NC013#

6127674 BC065#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6127675 CE028#

6127716 CE057#

6127717 BC081#

6127719 DS014#

6127726 PH034#

6127734 CE042#

6127737 CA069#

6127758 CE038#

6127799 BC079#

6127812 BC098#

6127820 CE061#

6127839 BC087#

6127872 CE065#

6127880 CE037#

6127913 BC092#

6127929 CE030#

6127947 CE044#

6127953 CA048#

6127956 CA080#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6127976 CE011$ CA059#

6127981 PH007$

6127998 PH010$

6128004 BC020#

6128015 CA030#

6128043 SC020#

6128052 CE036#

6128053 CA052#

6128057 CA054#

6128069 SC019#

6128098 CE010$ CA058#

6128119 CE073#

6128138 SC017#

6128140 DS040#

6128144 CE013$ CA071#

6128151 BC085#

6128160 CA042#

6128214 CE093#

6128234 BC018#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6128252 BC003$

6128269 BC037#

6128281 BC008$

6128293 CE022#

6128318 ST004#

6128321 CA034#

6128371 BC088#

6128402 DS072#

6128427 DS064#

6128442 BC095#

6128475 CE087#

6128501 NC020#

6128510 NC007#

6128514 CE053#

6128520 DS026#

6128532 PH022#

6128539 PH012$

6128549 PH042#

6128552 PH021#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6128562 PH037#

6128563 BC059#

6128564 CE072#

6128566 PH008$

6128572 PH017#

6128575 BC048#

6128584 SC013#

6128587 SC004#

6128594 PH041#

6128597 CE014$

6128607 BC011#

6128611 PH002$

6128615 CE045#

6128624 CE031#

6128625 CE066#

6128627 DS041#

6128638 BC072#

6128640 CA074#

6128649 ST006#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6128682 BC082#

6128688 CE047#

6128693 CA018#

6128697 BC014#

6128706 BC053#

6128708 SC015#

6128709 CE020#

6128715 CE078#

6128717 BC012#

6128718 DS042#

6128723 PH026#

6128728 CA073#

6128732 CE068#

6128769 CE069#

6128783 PH035#

6128789 ST009# NC017#

6128793 CE049#

6128808 NC012#

6128810 CE032#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 
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Roll No. Category Rank

6128850 CE012$ CA064#

6128863 CE082#

6128872 CA076#

6128878 CE001$ CA004$

6128883 CE025#

6128892 BC097#

6128899 CE080#

6128900 CE002$ CA025#

6128939 PH004$

6128969 CA006$

6128980 DS012#

6128988 CA046#

6129003 BC050#

6129005 PH031#

6129008 PH016#

6129015 PH018#

6129019 CE060#

6129038 CA029#

6129047 PH030#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
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B.A.LL.B.
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Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6129067 PH029#

6129083 BC062#

6129097 CE029#

6129100 DS051#

6129110 CE085#

6129121 BC070#

6129128 CE040#

6129129 DS047#

6129154 NC004#

6129194 PH001$

6129222 DS022#

6129228 DS044#

6129255 CE054#

6129256 PH009$

6129309 CA055#

6129312 CA077# ST007#

6129339 CA063#

6129353 SC006#

6129360 BC063#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to
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B.A.LL.B.
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Roll No. Category Rank

6129396 PH028#

6129408 BC017#

6129424 CE094#

6129447 BC026#

6129463 CA056#

6129512 CE046#

6129520 CE075#

6129542 DS043#

6129549 CE034#

6129565 CE063#

6129618 DS046#

6129623 CE050#

6129642 CE026#

6129657 CE039#

6129674 CE023#

6129679 CA066#

6129680 DS071#

6129697 BC029#

6129703 BC099#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY
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B.A.LL.B.

2024-25
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Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6129708 BC045#

6129722 CE009$

6129725 NC005#

6129731 CE095#

6129733 CE055#

6129742 CE043#

6129759 CE076#

6129778 CE079#

6129779 PH033#

6129791 ST002#

6129797 SC016#

6129801 SC008#

6129805 PH023#

6129844 CA038#

6129872 CA032#

6129888 CE003$ CA037#

6129908 PH036#

6129916 CE077#

6129917 CA008$

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6129919 CA060#

6129944 PH011$

6129947 BC006$

6129948 CE091#

6129950 CE019#

6130004 CE035#

6130010 CE071#

6130022 CA014# BC052#

6130023 CE016$

6130044 NC001$

6130066 PH027#

6130089 CA075#

6130091 CE090#

6130119 CE008$ CA057#

6130152 BC060#

6130169 BC022#

6130193 CE067#

6130227 PH003$

6130274 PH039#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6130362 DS023#

6130374 DS015#

6130382 CA047#

6130385 DS066#

6130390 DS021# BC056#

6130401 DS029#

6130405 DS019#

6130406 DS075#

6130425 CA061#

6130441 DS010#

6130465 DS038#

6130495 NC019#

6130501 DS050#

6130508 PH015#

6130513 CA023# BC073#

6130520 CA010# DS013# BC031#

6130525 PH013#

6130542 BC058#

6130553 DS069#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6130601 CA021#

6130611 DS036#

6130648 BC049#

6130663 CA020#

6130665 CA026#

6130678 CA003$

6130679 DS059#

6130680 BC057#

6130682 DS035# BC089#

6130687 NC003#

6130695 DS056#

6130704 CA002$

6130709 BC071#

6130726 BC041#

6130743 BC010$

6130749 BC002$

6130768 BC076#

6130789 NC008#

6130796 CA022# DS031#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6130798 BC027#

6130799 BC043#

6130826 CA040#

6130830 DS073#

6130831 DS045#

6130834 BC028#

6130869 SC010#

6130897 DS039#

6130911 CA078#

6130938 PH019#

6130946 DS033#

6130962 DS004$

6130975 BC096#

6130985 SC011#

6130998 BC040#

6131003 CA024#

6131016 DS074# NC009#

6131029 PH006$

6131036 NC006#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6131041 DS018# BC051#

6131050 BC069#

6131062 BC036#

6131080 CA016#

6131088 BC023#

6131095 DS009#

6131099 CA028#

6131111 BC093#

6131127 ST010#

6131129 BC025#

6131135 CA005$

6131136 DS068#

6131152 NC016#

6131155 BC067#

6131159 BC061#

6131160 DS065#

6131205 BC083#

6131220 DS037#

6131234 BC078#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6131236 DS052#

6131237 ST005#

6131241 CA053#

6131261 ST008#

6131266 DS054#

6131270 PH043#

6131272 DS077#

6131293 CA033#

6131324 SC018#

6131328 BC077#

6131333 ST001$

6131335 DS078#

6131337 BC007$

6131370 BC074#

6131389 BC044#

6131412 SC003#

6131422 DS027#

6131430 BC032#

6131476 DS006$

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6131485 PH038#

6131489 PH044#

6131496 BC042#

6131515 ST003#

6131547 CA079#

6131559 DS008$ BC016#

6131590 DS060#

6131606 DS079#

6131627 PH024#

6131633 DS003$ BC009$

6131643 DS028#

6131650 NC002$

6131653 BC090#

6131658 DS063#

6131660 DS070#

6131661 BC084#

6131673 NC014#

6131674 DS020#

6131675 DS025# SC005#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 



List of Candidates Provisionally called for counselling under Special Category for admission to

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY

Session: 

B.A.LL.B.

2024-25

Date of Reporting/Counselling/Admission: As per schedule which will be notified separately

Reporting/Counselling/Admission Process: Online with subsequent physical reporting
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Roll No. Category Rank

6131697 DS061#

6131705 BC075#

6131718 DS002$

6131719 DS007$ BC015#

6131728 DS057#

6131741 DS011# BC021#

6131747 BC086#

6131749 DS055#

6131752 DS017#

6131754 PH040#

6131756 CE070#

6131761 DS001$ BC001$

6131768 BC066#

6131769 DS067#

6131770 DS080#

6131780 DS058#

6131782 BC013#

6131792 BC024#

CONTROLLER
27.06.2024

COORDINATOR

4. Any offer of admission is subject to fulfilment of all eligibility conditions by the candidate and clearance from Office of the Proctor..

1. $ indicates that the candidate is selected and # indicates that he/she has been offered Chance Memo in the Special Category.

2. Candidates should report online on the portal 'counselling.amuonline.ac.in' as per schedule notified separately for 
    counselling/ provisional admission.

3. Candidate not reporting for counselling/admission within the stipulated date and time or not completing  the requisite steps 
    as per notified schedule, shall forfeit his/her claim for admission.

 7. Eligibility rules shall be strictly followed and shall not be relaxed under any circumstance.
 8. Candidate should regularly visit the website www.amucontrollerexams.com and also keep logging in to his/her counselling 
     account for updates.

6.  Admission will be offered, as per rules, strictly as per Chance Memo No (given above) to reported candidates, if any vacancy 
     exists in the Select List.

 5. Candidates will have to produce Mark sheet of the qualifying examination and all other relevant Certificates / Documents
    in original along with 10 passport size photographs at the time of physical reporting, if admitted provisionally. 


